



The most use of Simple Present Tense was applied correctly by the students graduated
in 2017. The correct sentences divided into three classifications, they are correct sentences by
using verb1, verb 1 + s/es, and tobe which the dominant correct sentence refers to sentence by
using verb 1+ s/es. Furthermore, the writer grouped incorrect sentences into three types, they
are Omission error, Addition error, and Misinformation error. The most incorrect sentences
were in omission error. The writer found that the average of students did errors because they
forgot the formulas, but also the most of students already knew the formulas and they had a
good percentage in the correct sentences.
5.2 Suggestions
The students keep practicing their writing and they should understand the tenses well.
Then, the students need to be careful when they write their final reports because it affects the
meaning of sentences. The students should also read more books and literatures related to the
use of tenses. Hopefully, it could reduce the difficulties and errors experience in writing
process.
